Transforming the Commission's online communication
Building a common task-based information architecture
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I. Identifying Commission-wide 'top tasks'
A.

Process

Collecting input on user needs & organisational goals
We started with an extensive ‘intake’ exercise, gathering user needs and organisational goals from many
sources, including from each of the Commission Directorates-General (DGs), peer organisations like the UN
and OECD, and the Commission's public-facing phone and email query services. We also analysed the
Commission’s political priorities, taking keywords from work programmes and mission statements. And we
looked at the Commission's most popular content: what were the main words that people used on search
engines and social media to find information from and about the Commission?

Turning the long list into a short list
The intake process gave us a list of almost 2,000 tasks or reasons people interact with our organisation
online. Working intensively with our colleagues from the DGs, we brought the list down to just 77.
The shortlisting process took 12 half-day workshops with the DGs and many hours focusing on
spreadsheets. The time spent with these colleagues – who are at the coalface of the actual policy areas
concerned – allowed us to get used to working across silos. It also allowed us collectively to understand
much better the complex work we are doing together.

Polling users
Using this list of 77 tasks, in May 2014 we ran a poll in all 24 EU languages asking people to choose from it
the main reasons why they interact with the Commission online.
The 107,000 valid responses we received gave us:




a statistically solid task ranking that clearly shows us what people need from our organisation when
they interact with it and where to prioritise our work
a huge body of rich and nuanced real-world data about our audiences, including information about
their employment status, occupation and workplace and how often they visit our websites
a pool of 40,000 volunteers for further testing.

Understanding the implications of the poll
When we launched the user poll, each of the DGs indicated which of the 77 tasks they felt they had a
particular stake in. This exercise showed us that every single one of those tasks is shared – by an average of
12 DGs for each task, and often by more.
This fact, and the results of the poll itself, confirmed that:
(a)

a common information architecture is the right solution for the Commission

(b)

the future is collaborative: the only way forward is together, involving our 'internal stakeholders'
(the communication units and, further down the line, the content providers in the DGs) every step
of the way.
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Results: ranked list of 77 Commission-wide tasks1

EU law, rules, treaties, judgments
Research and innovation
Funding, grants, subsidies
Education and training in EU
EU strategy, political priorities
Environmental protection
Jobs, traineeships at the European Commission
Find a job in another EU country
EU news, announcements, press releases
Human rights, fundamental rights
Working in an EU country (rights, permits, benefits)
Order, download an EU publication
Track policy and law making process, updates
Statistics and forecasts
About the European Union (role, structure, how it works, origin)
Food and farming (production and safety)
Climate change, global warming
Regional, rural and urban development
Freedom of information (transparency, access to documents)
About the European Commission (role, structure, how it works)
Product safety, conformity, certification
National implementation of EU law, infringements
Public health, disease prevention
Culture (heritage, arts, films, Capitals of Culture)
Doing business in the EU
Economic growth, financial stability in EU (crisis, assistance to member states)
Doing business with the European Commission (calls for tenders, bids)
Conferences, summits, meetings, events
Industry norms and standards
Employing people (recruitment, terms and conditions, redundancies)
Recognition of educational, professional qualifications
Energy efficiency
Travel within, to and from EU (documents, visa, consular help, currencies)
Moving to another EU country (residence formalities)
Banking and financial markets (reform, regulation)
Relations with non-EU countries, international organisations (diplomacy,
cooperation agreements)
Languages in the EU (diversity, translation, interpreting)
Competition (state aid, cartels, mergers, anti-trust)
Development and humanitarian aid
Healthcare in another EU country
Contact European Commission, European Union

VOTES
83931
83306
79414
59623
45331
44921
40358
37657
36809
35274
34986
33794
33558
32983
30065
27703
26932
25764
25157
24866
24660
24326
23933
23907
23650
23215
23021
22111
21474
21103
20677
20226
19166
17958
17895
17895
17295
16638
16625
16114
15716
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See detailed factsheet "Transforming our online communication: User survey and results" http://www.cc.cec/home/europainfo/documents/digital_transformation/factsheet_digital_transformation_user_survey_final.pdf
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Trade with non-EU countries (import, export, agreements, anti-dumping)
Loans, access to finance, microfinance
Initiate, contribute to law making (public consultations, citizen's initiative)
Public procurement (contracts with public authorities, governments)
Euro (coins, notes, eurozone, Economic and Monetary Union)
Intellectual property, copyright, trademarks, patents
Customs, tariffs, quotas, duties
Privacy, data protection
Consumer and passenger rights
EU labels (eco labels, quality labels, audits)
Immigration into the EU (asylum, reuniting family, integration)
EU budget
EU vocabulary and abbreviations
Voting in the EU
Crime, fraud, corruption, human trafficking
Security, defence (terrorism, sanctions, critical infrastructure)
Chemicals (approval)
Volunteering opportunities
Corporate social responsibility for business
E-government
Taxation, excise (not VAT)
Accession of new countries to the EU, enlargement
VAT (Value Added Tax)
Judicial cooperation between EU countries, recognition of judgments
Pensions, retirement in another EU country
Transport safety (air, road, banned airlines)
Complaints to the European Commission
Resource security (oil, gas, raw materials)
Family (marriage, divorce, partnerships, adoption)
Emergencies, disasters, civil protection
Visit EU institutions, guided tours
European Commissioner profiles
Goods allowed when crossing borders (alcohol, cigarettes, cash, pets)
Driving licence validity in EU countries
Vehicles (buying, selling, registration, taxes, insurance)
President of the Commission (profile, agenda)

15546
14796
13256
12850
12703
12411
12050
11917
11838
11793
11771
11738
11076
10659
10528
10043
9910
9692
9455
9448
8767
8678
8098
7549
7433
7256
6673
6556
6378
5944
5530
5157
4097
3732
3473
3042
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II.

A.

Building a common task-based information
architecture
Process and test-volunteer selection criteria

Process
Using the task ranking, the next step was to develop the top-level classification for the common
information architecture of the Commission's web presence.
Information architecture connects people to content. It refers to ways of classifying and ranking, labelling
and tagging, navigating and searching for the information relating to these tasks.
Information architecture also helps people who create and maintain content do their jobs more easily,
and links content to other content to make it more usable and easy to find.2

In line with our approach of following the evidence and involving our stakeholders (both the DGs and the
people using our websites), we used the following process to create the top-level classification:

2



develop a hypothetical classification (using a "card sort" to get insights into the ways in which our
audiences structure and group information).



test the hypothesis (using a "treejack" test to gather evidence on where people would look to find
specific information)



refine the hypothesis (2-3 times) until our testers achieve an 80-90% success rate.

Visual and explanations by Murray Thompson, userallusion.com
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In practice, we carried out several test iterations, each one followed by a collective review meeting with
colleagues from the DGs where we presented the results and our analysis and took collective decisions
before proceeding.

a) Test iterations
Dates

Type of test

Page
reference

12-19 September 2014

Online card sorting exercise

7

16-24 October 2014

Testing hypothesis #1 (treejack)

18

5-15 December 2014

Testing hypothesis #2 (treejack)

20

15-23 January 2015

Testing hypothesis #3 (treejack) and parallel test questions

22

20-29 January 2015

Testing hypothesis #3a (treejack) and parallel test questions

24

17-24 February 2015

Validation test of final hypothesis

26

b) Collective meetings with DGs
Date

Purpose

9 September 2014

Kick-off and workshop, preparing for online card sort

14 October 2014

Preparing hypothesis #1 for treejack testing

4 December 2014

Presenting results of the treejack test and agreeing hypothesis #2

13 January 2015

Presenting results of the treejack test and agreeing hypothesis #3

12 February 2015

Validating level 1 of the common architecture
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Test-volunteer selection criteria
Our testers were recruited from the pool of people who volunteered to participate actively in further
testing after completing the online top task poll in May 2014.
All tests for the level 1 classification were conducted with people who had English as a first or second
language.

a) Number of test volunteers


Building the hypothesis (card sorting): 400 testers invited



Testing the hypothesis (treejack): 1000 testers invited for each test round.

b) Testers' profile criteria
To come up with a list of testers representative of our typical audience profiles (as evidenced by the toptask poll), potential testers were filtered through the following selection criteria (in the order given). The
same profile mix was used for each test, but the participants were different each time, to ensure that the
results were not distorted by the testers' learning curve.
Step 13

Step 24

58%

3

To build the hypothesis (card sorting) we used only test volunteers who had completed the 2014 poll in English, as the task required sufficient
competency in English to group tasks and name the groups.
To test the hypothesis (treejack) we widened the scope to include test volunteers who had English as a second language.
4
The same profile criteria were used for EU28 and non-EU testers.
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B.

First hypothesis (process and results)

Card sorting exercise
To develop our first hypothesis, we conducted an online card sorting exercise with a representative
sample of our audience mix to gather data on how our users group, sort and label tasks and content in
their own minds.


Period of test: 12-19 September 2014



400 volunteers invited to take part



110 valid responses (for statistical reliability, 60-80 responses were needed)

The online card-sort testing tool allows testers to drag tasks (cards) from the left column into the centre,
create class groups and then name these groups. The results of the test show us how the people using our
websites naturally group and label tasks.

a) Which tasks?
For our test, we took:


all TOP and MEDIUM tasks (representing the top 50% of votes in
the poll) = 18 tasks



all tasks ranked as small or tiny in the overall list, but which were
voted top by certain specific audiences = 12 tasks

In total 30 tasks (cards) were used for the card sorting exercise.
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b) The 18 top/medium tasks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

EU law, rules, treaties, judgments
Research and innovation
Funding, grants, subsidies
Education and training in EU
EU strategy, political priorities
Environmental protection
Jobs, traineeships at the European Commission
Find a job in another EU country
EU news, announcements, press releases
Human rights, fundamental rights
Working in an EU country (rights, permits, benefits)
Order, download an EU publication
Track policy and law making process, updates
Statistics and forecasts
About the European Union (role, structure, how it works, origin)
Food and farming (production and safety)
Climate change, global warming
Regional, rural and urban development

VOTES
83931
83306
79414
59623
45331
44921
40358
37657
36809
35274
34986
33794
33558
32983
30065
27703
26932
25764

c) The 12 other tasks, ‘top’ for certain audiences

Task
No

Task

Top task for

21

Product safety, conformity, certification

China, Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, Sri
Lanka, Switzerland, USA

24

Culture (heritage, arts, films, Capitals of Culture)

journalists, under-18's

25

Industry norms & standards

private sector: large companies, medium-sized
companies, China, Canada, Korea, USA

26

Economic growth, financial stability in EU (crisis,
assistance to member states)

economists, retired people

27

Doing business with the European Commission (calls
for tenders, bids)

small companies, startups, USA, self-employed

29

Doing business in the EU

small companies, startups, USA, self-employed

33

Travel within, to and from EU (documents, visa,
consular help, currencies)

Brazil, Philippines, Thailand, some smaller
countries

36

Relations with non-EU countries

several countries

38

Competition (state aid, cartels, mergers, anti-trust)

lawyers

39

Development and humanitarian aid

Africa

43

Loans, access to finance, microfinance

start-ups

63

Accession of new countries to the EU, enlargement

candidate countries (Serbia etc)
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Analysing the results
The card sorting results were analysed in depth, to gather insights into the ways in which our audiences
structure and group information (their mental model). In particular, we investigated where there were
strong relationships between different tasks, and which tasks typically stood alone. The main tools used to
analyse the results were:

a) The “similarity matrix”
The similarity matrix shows how many people paired any one task (card) with any other. The dark blue
areas show where groups of cards have been grouped together more frequently.

9

b) The “dendrogram”
The dendrogram shows the percentage of people who agree with the grouping (line along the top). The
earlier the grouping, the stronger the relationship between the tasks. Rarely-grouped tasks are called
'orphans' and require particular consideration before being grouped with other tasks (see example below).
Where tasks have been grouped together by over 50% of testers, we know that leaving them together will
serve the majority of people using the website.

c) The category names
These were the names given by testers to the groups of tasks they created. Here we were looking for
names appearing several times. Some examples:

category label
Enviromental Issues
Environment
Environment & Development
Environment & regional development
Environment, Food and agriculture
Environment,...
Environmental
Environmental challenges, agriculture and food production
Environmental issues
Environmental policy
EU environment
EU environmental

CountOfcategory label
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Building and agreeing the first hypothesis
After detailed analysis, we took the card sorting results together with the results from the original top task
poll to develop a first draft hypothetical classification in which all 77 Commission-wide user tasks had a
home. To do so, a set of key principles and guidelines was applied.
This outcome was then discussed with stakeholders from all DGs, to come to an agreed first hypothesis for
testing.

a) Principles and guidelines for classification building


Create the classification from the top task down



No new classes below the 30th task



Use words appearing in the top task descriptions



Orphan top task -> must have its own classification.



Orphan medium task -> very strong case for own classification



Orphan small or tiny task -> fit under another classification



Group tasks as they are grouped more than 50% of the time in the dendrogram



All 77 tasks must have a home in the classification



Avoid major percentage disparities between groups (eg 20% of votes vs 2%)



No more than 15 classes

b) From a draft to an agreed first hypothesis for testing
After analysing the data received – and with collective input from all the departments concerned in the
interactive workshop on 14 October 2014 – the draft proposal was turned into a first agreed hypothesis
with 14 classes covering all 77 of the tasks included in the original poll. The percentages represent the
weighting of the votes received in the top-task poll by the tasks grouped under each class label.
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C.

Testing (process and results)

Process
The goal of our architecture building process was to achieve an 80-90% first-click success rate for the
overall top-level classification and for each of our top tasks.
This meant testing and adapting our hypothesis, for example by:


changing the wording of a label/class, or the order of the classification



reconsidering the 'home' of any task not yet performing to our target success rate



adding or deleting a label/class.

To test our hypothesis, we used the online tool called treejack. Testers were presented with a prompt –
either a task, a question or an instruction – together with our hypothetical classification. They were asked
where they would click in the classification in order to perform the task or find the information. Each tester
was given a maximum of 16 randomly selected questions.

a) Creating the test questions/instructions for the treejack test
In preparing the treejack test, we worked together with colleagues from all DGs in an interactive workshop
on 9 September 2014 to generate the test questions/instructions we would use for each task.
The following criteria were applied:


based on task descriptions



representative and typical for the task



avoid the main words in the task
12



emotionally neutral



short – 30 words or less



context must be stable for at least 4 months



no overlap with other tasks.

b) Test questions and instructions: overview

Task
no

Task

Test question/instruction

1

EU law, rules, treaties,
judgements



Find the VAT directive



Find the Commission's decision on the protection of personal
data.



Find out which scientific and technological fields the EU is
promoting



Find a partner in the EU for a joint development of a new
vaccine

2

Research and innovation

3

Funding, grants, subsidies

A researcher wants to start a new project. Find out if there is an EU
grant available

4

Education and training

Find out if there is an EU programme supporting training for
people over 30

5

EU strategy, political priorities

What are the EU's top 3 priorities for the next 5 years?

6

Environmental protection

Which natural areas are protected in Europe under the ‘Natura
2000’ scheme?

7

Jobs, traineeships at the
European Commission

Find a traineeship / internship at the European Commission.

8

Find a job in another EU
country

Find a job in another EU country

9

EU news, announcements,
press releases

Find the latest European Commission press release on Ukraine

10

Human rights, fundamental
rights

Find the principles for gender equality and non-discrimination in
the EU

11

Working in an EU country
(rights, permits, benefits)

Find out if someone who moves from one EU country to another
needs a work permit

12

Order, download an EU
publication

Download a copy of this year’s ‘General Report on the Activities of
the EU

13

Track policy and law making
process, updates

What is the status of the review of the copyright directive

14

Statistics and forecasts

Find the unemployment rate for 20-25-year-olds in the EU

13

15

About the European Union
(role, structure, how it works,
origin)

What is the difference between the Council of Europe and the
European Council?

16

Food and Farming (production
and safety)

What additives are banned in the production of wine in the EU?

17

Climate change, global
warming

How does the EU Emission Trading System address climate
change?

18

Regional, rural and urban
development

Find out what projects the EU is supporting in a particular city

21

Product safety, conformity,
certification

Find the EU requirements for toy safety

24

Culture (heritage, arts, films,
Capitals of Culture)

Find out which EU cities are capitals of culture this year

25

Doing business in the EU

Find out what steps a company needs to take to open a new
branch in the EU

26

Economic growth, financial
stability in EU (crisis,
assistance to member states)

Find out what the EU is doing to tackle the economic and financial
crisis

27

Doing business with the
European Commission (calls
for tenders, bids)

How does a company become a contractor for the European
Commission?

29

Industry norms and standards

Find the CEN industry standards for construction materials in the
EU

33

Travel within, to and from EU
(documents, visa, consular
help, currencies)

Find out what documents are needed to go on holiday to an EU
country

36

Relations with non-EU
countries, international
organisations (diplomacy,
cooperation agreements)

Which agreement is being negotiated between the EU and the US?

38

Competition (state aid, cartels,
mergers, anti-trust)

If two companies want to merge, what conditions are imposed by
the EU?

39

Development and
humanitarian aid

What sort of development support is the EU providing to West
Africa?

43

Loans, access to finance,
microfinance

Find out how the EU helps small companies get loans

c) Agreeing a hypothesis for each test question/instruction
For each test instruction, we agreed with DG stakeholders where we expected people to click in the
classification. The success and failure rates for each test question/instruction would be measured against
this hypothesis.
For example, we agreed that the hypothetical correct class for the task "EU law, rules, treaties, judgments"
would be "Law":
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In this example, the percentage of success would equal the percentage of people who click on "Law".
The percentage of failure would equal the percentage of people who click on labels/classes other than we
expected.
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Results5
a) Treejack hypothesis 1


Period of test: 16-24 October 2014



1000 volunteers invited to take part



348 valid responses



Between 153 and 184 responses per question (60-80 responses per question give statistical
reliability).

The following hypothesis was tested:

Class
Business
Work, Live, Travel in EU
Law
About the EU
Strategy
Funding
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Food, Farming, Regional development
Human Rights, Aid
Jobs
Statistics
Grand Total

Total %
15,4%
13,5%
12,9%
11,5%
6,7%
6,0%
6,0%
5,9%
5,3%
5,2%
3,4%
3,3%
2,6%
2,1%
100,0%

Overall score test iteration 1

5

For detailed results per task and test iteration, see pages 27-57
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The success rate was stable after approximately 70 participants

0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4

Failure
0,3

Success

0,2
0,1

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181

0

Agreeing on hypothesis 2
We presented the test results, our findings and recommendations6 at the plenary meeting with the DGs on
4 December 2014.
In addition to adding new "correct paths" for several tasks7, we collectively agreed to:


change the class "Jobs" to "Jobs at the European Commission"



change the word order of the class "Work, Live, Travel in EU" to "Live, Work, Travel in EU"



split the class "Food, Farming, Regional development" into "Food and farming" and "EU regional
and urban development"



change the word order of the class ‘Human rights, aid’ to 'Aid, human rights'

6

Recommendations can be found in the powerpoint presentations from each plenary workshop (see IPG:
http://www.cc.cec/home/europa-info/basics/web_rationalisation/presentations_en.htm)
7
Shown in detail in pages 27-57
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b) Treejack hypothesis 2


Period of test: 5-15 December 2014



1000 volunteers invited to take part



321 valid responses



Between 143 and 165 responses per question (60-80 responses per question give statistical
reliability).

The following hypothesis was tested:

Class
Business
Live, Work, Travel in EU
Law
About the EU
Strategy
Funding and Tenders
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Aid, human rights
Jobs at the European Commission
Statistics
Food and farming
EU regional and urban development
Grand Total

Total %
15,4%
13,5%
12,9%
11,5%
6,7%
6,0%
6,0%
5,9%
5,3%
5,2%
3,3%
2,6%
2,1%
1,8%
1,7%
100,0%

Overall score test iteration 2
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Success rate stable after approximately 25 participants

Agreeing on hypothesis 3
We presented the test results, our findings and recommendations8 at the plenary meeting with the DGs on
13 January 2015.
In addition to adding new "correct paths" for several tasks9, we collectively agreed to:


change the class "Jobs at the European Commission" to "Work in the EU"



take out the word "Work" from the class "Live, Work, Travel in EU" so it becomes "Live, Travel in
EU"



change the class "EU regional and urban development" to "EU regional and urban investment"

Addressing concerns with parallel tests
To take account of concerns from different DGs that some aspects of their tasks were not reflected in the
testing, we proposed running some parallel treejack tests with alternative questions submitted by
concerned DGs.

8

Recommendations can be found in the powerpoint presentations from each plenary workshop (see IPG:
http://www.cc.cec/home/europa-info/basics/web_rationalisation/presentations_en.htm)
9
Shown in detail in pages 27-57
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c) Treejack hypothesis 3


Period of test: 15-23 January 2015.



1000 volunteers invited to take part



354 valid responses



Between 152 and 177 responses per question (60-80 responses per question give statistical
reliability).

The following hypothesis was tested:

Class

Total
%

Law
12,9%
Business
11,8%
About the EU
11,5%
Work in the EU
9,2%
Funding and Tenders
8,3%
Live, Travel in EU
8,2%
Strategy
6,7%
News, Publications, Events
6,0%
Environment
5,9%
Research & Innovation
5,3%
Education
5,2%
Aid, human rights
3,3%
Statistics
2,1%
Food and farming
1,8%
EU regional and urban investment
1,7%
Grand Total
100,0%

Overall score test iteration 3

20

Success rate stable after approximately 55 participants

Recurring patterns visible from the results:
After seeing the first test results, we decided to launch another test with the class "Jobs" instead of "Work
in the EU", because test results for hypothesis 3 didn’t show any improvement on the overall success rate.
An additional test with the class "Jobs" instead of "Work in the EU" would give us data on all variants
discussed with the DGs.
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d) Treejack hypothesis 3a


Period of test: 20-29 January 2015



1000 volunteers invited to take part



373 valid responses



Between 152 and 181 responses per question (60-80 responses per question give statistical
reliability).

The following hypothesis was tested:

Class
Law
Business
About the EU
Jobs
Funding and Tenders
Live, Travel in EU
Strategy
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Aid, human rights
Statistics
Food and farming
EU regional and urban
investment
Grand Total

Total
%
12.9%
11.8%
11.5%
9.2%
8.3%
8.2%
6.7%
6.0%
5.9%
5.3%
5.2%
3.3%
2.1%
1.8%
1.7%
100.0%

Overall score test iteration 3a

Failure
23%

Success
77%

22

Success rate stable after approximately 40 participants
1,2

1
0,8

Failure

0,6

Success
0,4

0,2

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181

0

Agreeing a final hypothesis for validation
We presented the test results, our findings and recommendations10 at the plenary meeting with the DGs
on 12 February 2015.


The test results from rounds 3 and 3a showed no improvement in the overall success rates over
hypothesis 2, and there was no clear "winner" between hypotheses 3 and 3a. Therefore we
proposed going back to hypothesis 2 and applying to it our learnings from hypothesis 3 and 3a.



Parallel test results (see page 19) showed that a few tasks had no clear home in the level-1
classification. In the case of economy-related tasks, this was addressed by changing the class name
"Business" to "Business, Economy".



Parallel test results also indicated that navigation by topic would be needed at the appropriate level
in the architecture.

We reached a broad collective agreement on a final hypothesis which we put through one last treejack
test.

10

Recommendations can be found in the powerpoint presentations from each plenary workshop (see IPG:
http://www.cc.cec/home/europa-info/basics/web_rationalisation/presentations_en.htm)
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e) Validation test


Period of test: 17-24 February 2015



1000 volunteers invited to take part



326 valid responses



Between 136 and 158 responses per question (60-80 responses per question give statistical
reliability).

The following hypothesis was tested:

Overall score of validation test
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Success rate stable after approximately 50 participants
1
0,9
0,8

0,7
0,6
0,5

Failure

0,4

Success

0,3
0,2
0,1
1
9
17
25
33
41
49
57
65
73
81
89
97
105
113
121
129
137
145
153

0
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D.

Detailed treejack test results per question

How to interpret the results
Each test result is presented as a pie chart showing success and failure. "Success" (green) means people
clicked where we expected them to click to complete their task (our hypothesis). "Failure" indicates the
percentage of people who clicked elsewhere.
In the table, when classes are indicated in red, it shows that a high proportion of people clicked there.

Changes between iterations
To achieve our target of an 80-90% first-click success rate for the overall top-level classification and for
each of our top tasks, we tested and adapted our hypothesis, for example by:


changing the wording of a label/class, or the order of the classification



reconsidering the 'home' of any task not yet performing to our target success rate



adding or deleting a label/class.
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III. Common architecture level 1: dynamics
(overall and per class)
This section sets out where the 77 tasks will 'live' under the classification arrived at through the process
described in the previous annexes, and how they will be interlinked to ensure maximum 'findability'.

Basic concepts
a) Primary home
Analysis of the Treejack tests (in different iterations) allowed us to identify and confirm a primary home for
each of the tested tasks.
The primary home for any given task is the class where the content supporting that task will “live”. This will
be the class/label which the majority of users consider to be the most logical place to look for this type of
information.

b) Twins and triplets
For some task questions, however, a significant number of users looked for the answer in classes other
than our hypothesis. In most cases, these choices persisted over several test iterations.
In these cases, we accepted the secondary "home" as a valid alternative ("twins concept"). In some rare
cases a third "home" emerged, leading to "triplets".
Specifically, this means that although these tasks have a clear primary home, they will also be findable
(through content-linking at different levels) in other classes.
Example:
The test question “Find a traineeship/internship at the European Commission” used to test task 7: "Jobs,
traineeships at the European Commission".

Test question 9. Find a traineeship/internship at the European Commission.
Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 3a

Failure
46%
Success
62%

Failure
40%

Success
54%

Success
60%

Success
77%

Percentage
2%
8%
1%
8%
0%
1%
3%
1%
0%
17%
0%
0%
62%
0%

Validation test
Failure
17%

Failure
23%

Failure
38%

Class
Business
Work, Live, Travel in EU
Law
About the EU
Strategy
Funding
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Food, Farming, Regional
development
Human Rights, Aid
Jobs
Statistics

Hypothesis 3

Class
Business
Live, Work, Travel in EU
Law
About the EU
Strategy
Funding & Tenders
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Aid, Human Rights
Jobs at the European
Commission
Statistics
Food & Farming
EU Regional & Urban
Development

Success
83%

Percentage
2%
3%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%
12%
1%
77%
0%
0%
0%

Class
Law
Business
About the EU
Work in the EU
Funding & Tenders
Live and Travel in EU
Strategy
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Aid, Human Rights
Statistics
Food & Farming
EU Regional and Urban
Investment

Percentage
1%
1%
17%
54%
2%
1%
0%
3%
0%
3%
17%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Class
Law
Business
About the EU
Jobs
Funding & Tenders
Live and Travel in EU
Strategy
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research & Innovation
Education
Aid, Human Rights
Statistics
Food & Farming
EU Regional and Urban
Investment

Percentage
0%
1%
11%
60%
2%
4%
1%
2%
0%
2%
15%
1%
0%
0%
1%

Class
Business, Economy
Live, work, travel in EU
Law
About the EU
Funding, Tenders
News, Publications, Events
Environment
Research and Innovation
Strategy
Education
Aid, Human Rights
Jobs at the European
Commission
Statistics
Food, Farming
EU Regional and urban
Investment

Percentage
0%
7%
1%
3%
2%
1%
0%
1%
1%
9%
1%
75%
0%
0%
0%
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Testing confirmed that the class related to jobs ("Jobs"or "Jobs at the European Commission") was the
clear primary home for this task. However, in all test iterations, a significant number of testers selected the
class “Education” as the answer to the question.
This indicates that many people associate traineeships/internships/training/on-the-job training, etc. more
strongly with education than with jobs. In other words, some people see a traineeship as a part of their
education, while others see it more as a type of job.
Therefore “Jobs at the European Commission” and “Education” are twin homes for the task "Find a
traineeship/internship at the European Commission":


“Jobs at the European Commission” = primary home



“Education” = secondary home

Hypothetical primary homes
While the classification takes account of all 77 tasks, the test results confirm the primary home only for the
30 key tasks subject to testing (see page 7 on card sorting, and which tasks).
Although the remaining 47 tasks from the list of 77 have not yet been tested, they have all been given a
hypothetical primary home which will be confirmed by further testing when developing the lower levels of
the architecture.

Topic-based entry points
Wherever needed, the task-oriented architecture will be supplemented by more content-oriented entry
points based on topics/interest areas. This will add another dimension to the architecture.
Such entry points will appear at the most appropriate level in the site structure, so as not to confuse users
or distract from the top-task entries. Practically, this means that classes that emerged from the user
research and user testing will take precedence over topical entry points, particularly in cases where the
labels overlap.
To avoid the potential for confusion, this type of navigation will be subject to further user testing.

How the 15 classes are presented
The classes are presented below in order of their ranking, which is based on the sum of votes received by
all tasks in the class.
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1.

Business, Economy

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 21

Product safety, conformity, certification

Task 25

Doing business in the EU

Task 26

Economic growth, financial stability in EU (crisis, assistance to member states)

Task 29

Industry norms and standards

Task 43

Loans, access to finance, microfinance

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 1

EU law, rules, treaties, judgments


Task 2

For relevant legislation

Research and Innovation


For relevant topics

Task 5

EU Strategy, political priorities

Task 9

EU News, announcements, press releases


Task 13

Track policy and law making process, updates


Task 14

For relevant business and economy news

For relevant topics

Statistics


For relevant statistics, e.g. unemployment rates

Task 27

Doing business with the European Commission (calls for tenders, bids)

Task 36

Relations with non-EU countries, international organisations (diplomacy, cooperation agreements)


Task 38

For relevant topics (e.g. Trade agreements)

Competition (state aid, cartels, mergers, anti-trust)

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/interest areas based on results from questions
in the parallel test, such as:


Public Finances



Macro-economic topics



Banking Union
60



Topics concerning maritime activities

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 30

Employing people (recruitment, terms of conditions, redundancies)

Task 35

Banking and financial markets (reform, regulation)


Partly confirmed by the question “Find out how the Banking Union works” from the parallel
test

Task 42

Trade with non-EU countries (import, export, agreements, anti-dumping)

Task 47

Intellectual property, copyright, trademarks, patents


Partly confirmed by the question “What is the status of the review of the copyright directive?”
from the main test.

Task 48

Customs, tariffs, quotas, duties

Task 51

EU labels (eco labels, quality labels, audits)

Task 58

Chemicals (approval)

Task 60

Corporate social responsibility for business

Task 61

E-government

Task 64

VAT (Value Added Tax)


Task 67

Partly confirmed by the question “Find the VAT directive” from the main test.

Transport safety (air, road, banned airlines)
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2.

Live, Work, Travel in EU

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 8

Find a job in another EU country

Task 11

Working in an EU country (rights, permits, benefits)

Task 24

Culture (heritage, arts, films, Capitals of Culture)

Task 33

Travel within, to and from EU (documents, visa, consular help, currencies)

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 4

Education and training in EU

Task 10

Human rights, fundamental rights

Task 25

Doing business in the EU

Task 14

Statistics


For relevant statistics, e.g. Unemployment rates

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/interest areas.


Topics concerning Arts, culture, tourism and entertainment



Content related to Traineeships, on-the-job training

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 23

Public health, disease prevention

Task 34

Moving to another EU country (residence formalities)

Task 40

Healthcare in another EU country

Task 50

Consumer and passenger rights

Task 52

Immigration into the EU (asylum, reuniting family, integration)

Task 55

Voting in the EU
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Task 62

Taxation, excise (not VAT)

Task 66

Pensions, retirement in another EU country

Task 70

Family (marriage, divorce, partnerships, adoption)

Task 74

Goods allowed when crossing borders (alcohol, cigarettes, cash, pets)

Task 75

Driving licence validity in EU countries

Task 76

Vehicles (buying, selling, registration, taxes, insurance)
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3.

Law

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 1

EU law, rules, treaties, judgments

Task 13

Track policy and law making process, updates

Task 38

Competition (state aid, cartels, mergers, anti-trust)

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 10

Human rights, fundamental rights

Task 16

Food and farming (production and safety)


Task 21

Product safety, conformity, certification


Task 25

For content related to requirements and relevant legislation

Doing business in the EU


Task 29

For relevant legislation

For relevant legislation

Industry norms and standards


For relevant legislation

Topics/interest areas
In general, we can state that the class 'Law' will provide an entry point to legislation on all relevant topics.

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 22

National implementation of EU law, infringements

Task 44

Initiate, contribute to law making (public consultation, citizen’s initiative)

Task 49

Privacy, data protection

Task 56

Crime, fraud, corruption, human trafficking


Task 65

Confirmed by the question “What measures are in place at EU level to prevent trafficking of
firearms?” from the parallel test.

Judicial cooperation between EU countries, recognition of judgments
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4.

About the EU

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 15

About the European Union (role, structure, how it works, origin)

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 5

EU Strategy, political priorities


“About the EU” can be considered as a parent class for “Strategy”

Task 12

Order, download an EU publication

Task 24

Culture (heritage, arts, films, Capitals of Culture)

Task 26

Economic growth, financial stability in EU (crisis, assistance to member states)


Task 36

For relevant topics such as:
o

Public finances,

o

Banking Union

Relations with non-EU countries, international organisations (diplomacy, cooperation agreements)

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/interest areas.


Topics concerning Arts, culture, tourism and entertainment



Content related to Traineeships, on-the-job training

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 19

Freedom of information (transparency, access to documents)

Task 20

About the European Commission (role, structure, how it works)

Task 37

Languages in the EU (diversity, translation, interpreting)

Task 41

Contact European Commission, European Union

Task 46

Euro (coins, notes, Eurozone, Economic and Monetary Union)

Task 53

EU budget
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Task 54

EU vocabulary and abbreviations

Task 68

Complaints to the European Commission

Task 72

Visit EU institutions, guided tours

Task 73

European Commissioner profiles

Task 77

President of the Commission (profile, agenda)
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5.

Funding, Tenders

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 3

Funding, grants, subsidies

Task 27

Doing business with the European Commission (calls for tenders, bids)

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 4

Education and training in EU


For funding programmes

Task 18

Regional, rural and urban development

Task 39

Development and humanitarian aid

Task 43

Loans, access to finance, microfinance

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on all relevant topics (related to projects, funding and support
programmes,…) e.g. “training people over 30”

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 45

Public procurement (contracts with public authorities, governments)
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6.

News, Publications, Events

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 9

EU News, announcements, press releases

Task 12

Order, download an EU publication

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 13

Track policy and law making process, updates

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on all relevant topics/interest areas

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 28

Conferences, summits, meetings, events
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7.

Environment

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 6

Environmental protection

Task 17

Climate change, global warming

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 16

Food and farming (production and safety)


Task 29

For relevant topics

Industry norms and standards


For relevant topics related to environmental protection

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/interest areas.


Content on Maritime activities, where related to the environmental aspects of these activities

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 32

Energy efficiency
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8.

Research and Innovation

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 2

Research and innovation

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 3

Funding, grants, subsidies


Task 29

For relevant topics where related

Industry norms and standards


For relevant topics where related.
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9.

Strategy

Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 5

EU Strategy, political priorities

Task 36

Relations with non-EU countries, international organisations (diplomacy, cooperation agreements)

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 26

Economic growth, financial stability in EU (crisis, assistance to member states)

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/ interest areas.


Content referring to “Strategy on <a topic>”

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 57

Security, defence (terrorism, sanctions, critical infrastructure)


Partly confirmed by the question “Are there any EU activities aimed at preventing
radicalization leading to terrorist acts?” from the parallel test

Task 63

Accession of new countries to the EU, enlargement

Task 69

Resource security (oil, gas, raw materials)

Task 71

Emergencies, disasters, civil protection
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10. Education
Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 4

Education and training in EU

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 7

Jobs, traineeships at the EC



Results indicated that “training, traineeship, on-the-job training” is linked to both “jobs”
and “education”

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 31

Recognition of educational, professional qualifications
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11. Aid, Human Rights
Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 10

Task 10: Human rights, fundamental rights

Task 39

Task 39: Development and humanitarian aid

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/ interest areas.


Content referring to the “Protection of personal data” (Was twinned in the test results for the
question “Find the Commission’s decision on the protection of personal data.”)
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12. Jobs at the European Commission
Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 7

Jobs, traineeships at the EC

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 8

Find a job in another EU country


For most test participants a job at the EC does mean “a job in another EU country”

Task 11

Working in an EU country (rights, permits, benefits)

Task 27

Doing business with the European Commission (calls for tenders, bids)

Hypothetical primary home for content supporting:
Task 59

Volunteering opportunities
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13. Statistics
Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 14

Statistics and forecasts

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on all relevant topics/ interest areas.


Content referring to “Statistics on <a topic>”
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14. Food, Farming
Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 16

Food and farming (production and safety)

Topics/interest areas
This class will contain or link to content on different topics/ interest areas.


Content on Maritime activities, where related to the “food” aspects of these activities
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15. EU Regional and Urban Investment
Confirmed primary home for content supporting:
Task 18

Regional, rural and urban development

Will also link to content supporting (secondary home, twins, triplets):
Task 39

Development and humanitarian aid

Task 43

Loans, access to finance, microfinance
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